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ABSTRACT
Previous research in patent search has shown that reducing queries
by extracting a few key terms is ineffective primarily because of the
vocabulary mismatch between patent applications used as queries
and existing patent documents. This finding has led to the use of
full patent applications as queries in patent prior art search. In ad-
dition, standard information retrieval (IR) techniques such as query
expansion (QE) do not work effectively with patent queries, princi-
pally because of the presence of noise terms in the massive queries.
In this study, we take a new approach to QE for patent search.
Text segmentation is used to decompose a patent query into self-
coherent sub-topic blocks. Each of these much shorted sub-topic
blocks which is representative of a specific aspect or facet of the
invention, is then used as a query to retrieve documents. Docu-
ments retrieved using the different resulting sub-queries or query
streams are interleaved to construct a final ranked list. This tech-
nique can exploit the potential benefit of QE since the segmented
queries are generally more focused and less ambiguous than the full
patent query. Experiments on the CLEF-2010 IP prior-art search
task show that the proposed method outperforms the retrieval ef-
fectiveness achieved when using a single full patent application text
as the query, and also demonstrates the potential benefits of QE to
alleviate the vocabulary mismatch problem in patent search.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL]: Infor-
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1. INTRODUCTION
Patent prior art search involves retrieval of already filed patents

which are potential candidates to constitute prior art for a patent
claim, henceforth referred to as a query patent in this paper, to help
patent examiners check the novelty of the claimed work. The ma-
jor differences in the characteristics of patent queries with those of
traditional ad-hoc search and web search queries are: a) queries be-
ing full patent claims comprise of thousands of words on average,
whereas queries in ad-hoc search and web search are very short
often consisting of only two or three words; b) the amount of vo-
cabulary mismatch between a patent query and patent documents is
higher due to the obscure style of writing a patent claim (patentese)
as compared to that of standard text, e.g. TREC style ad-hoc col-
lections and topics which involve news articles comprising a much
simpler and non technical vocabulary.

Due to the above characteristics of patent queries, standard IR
techniques are not very effective for patent prior art search because:
firstly the queries are too long to be unambiguously describing a
specific information need, and secondly recall is often low due to
the higher degree of vocabulary mismatch. Naive methods of ex-
traction of key terms to form reduced queries resembling standard
IR ad-hoc search queries, increase the vocabulary mismatch further
and thus lead to a degradation of recall. A long query consisting
of thousands of terms on the other hand is likely to contain a lot
of terms which are heavily distributed in documents not relevant
to the query, thus drifting the query away from the relevant docu-
ments and hurting precision. So while on one hand it is desirable
to reduce the queries to gain more specificity in the description of
the information need, on the other hand there is a desire to expand
queries to alleviate the vocabulary mismatch.

Previous research on patent prior art search has reported failures
to improve retrieval effectiveness by query expansion (QE) over
the initial retrieval (Section 2 overviews some of this work). The
reason behind the failure of such a standard and successfully time-
tested methodology of improving ad-hoc search can be attributed
to the very different characteristics of patent queries in compari-
son to standard short ad-hoc search queries as mentioned earlier.
QE for patent queries tends to make the massive queries more am-
biguous, thus hurting retrieval effectiveness. This paper proposes
a methodology to adapt the standard QE technique for patent prior
art search by addressing the root cause of failure of QE. In our
proposed method we decompose each patent query into self co-
herent sub-topics, which are less ambiguous as compared to the
whole query, and hence more precise in pointing to a specific in-
formation need. These individual sub-topics segments are used as
separate queries (which we call a query stream) for initial retrieval.
Pseudo relevance feedback (PRF) is then applied individually on



each of these retrieval streams. The final result set for the query is
then obtained by merging the results from each of the streams. The
underlying hypothesis behind this idea is that the individual query
streams, being less ambiguous, can retrieve more documents focus-
ing on each sub-topic of the whole patent application, and thus are
potentially better candidates for QE.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
surveys related work on patent prior art search, Section 3 describes
our proposed method of query segmentation in details, Section 4
describes the experiments and discusses the results followed by
Section 5 which provides further per query stream analysis, and fi-
nally Section 6 concludes the paper with directions for future work.

2. RELATED WORK
The real-life working principle undertaken by patent examin-

ers to manually formulate queries for invalidating claims involves
selecting high frequency terms from the query-patent claim text.
Some early work on keyword extraction to form a reduced query,
modelled on this real-life methodology of patent searchers includes
that by [14, 4]. A more recent work by Xue and Croft [21] advo-
cates the use of full patent text as the query to reduce the burden
on the patent examiners, and concludes with the fact that usage of
the whole patent text with raw term frequencies gives the best mean
average precision (MAP). Some recent work on the CLEF-IP 1 task
showed that the best retrieval results are obtained when terms are
used from all the fields of the query patents [18]. While one of
these works uses a simple frequency threshold to filter out low-
frequency terms from the query [8], others involve computing KL-
divergence [11] and supervised learning, trained on features such
as position of a term within a patent-query and collection based
measures of tf-idf and Generalized Dice Coefficient [6]. Fujii [2]
shows that retrieval effectiveness can be improved by merging IR
methods with citation extraction. Magdy et al. [10] show that the
best performing run of CLEF-IP 2010 uses citations extracted by
training a Conditional Random Field, whereas the second best run
uses a list of citations extracted from the patent numbers within
the description field of some patent queries. They also show that a
simple IR approach of using terms from all fields of a patent-query
with a frequency of at least two, merged with extracted citations
achieves a statistically indistinguishable performance compared to
the best run which employs complex retrieval methods using two
complementary indexes, one constructed by extracting terms from
the patent collection and the other built by merging several termi-
nological resources such as Wikipedia etc. As the baseline run for
this paper we follow the simpler approach of the second ranked
participating group.

Ad-hoc IR on news and web data has been shown to improve
with respect to both MAP and average recall measures by the use
of PRF, due to the fact that additional terms from pseudo-relevant
documents bridge the vocabulary gap between the query and the
documents relevant to it in the collection [20, 19]. However, QE is
associated with the risk of additional terms contributing to a drift
in the original information need with a resultant degradation in re-
trieval effectiveness in the feedback step [17]. Unfortunately all the
existing work on PRF coupled with QE on patent prior art search
report a degradation in retrieval effectiveness [5, 16, 9].

Takaki et al. [15] prescribe decomposing a patent query into
sub-topics and form the final retrieval results by fusing the indi-
vidual retrieval results for the decomposed queries by a weighted
combined summation of similarities. Although our work at a first
glance might appear similar to [15], there are some major differ-

1http://www.ir-facility.org/clef-ip

ences which we explain as follows: a) the existing work involved
segmenting query patents into sub-topics and extracting keywords
from each of these sub-topics for retrieval, whereas we use the full
text of each of the segments as individual sub-queries conforming
to more recent findings suggesting the use of full patent text as
queries [21, 18]; b) we do not distinguish between the relative im-
portance of the individual sub-topics by specificity measures as was
done in [15]; c) the existing work used a standard fusion technique
of weighted COMBSUM [1], whereas we use a 1-way interleaving
of the individual result-lists; d) our motivation for query segmen-
tation is driven by an effort to adapt QE for patent prior art search
whereas QE was not addressed in [15];

Magdy and Jones [7] report that MAP can be a misleading metric
for patent prior art search because of its inherent characteristic of
favouring precision more than recall and proposed a metric named
PRES (Patent Retrieval Evaluation Score) which focuses on recall
at early ranks conforming to the objective of patent prior art search.
In our experiments, we report improvement of MAP, PRES and
average recalls over the baseline.

3. QUERY REDUCTION

3.1 Motivation
The important observations to be made from existing work as

discussed in Section 2 are that patent prior art search achieves best
retrieval performance when: i) information from all fields of the
query patents are used; ii) unit frequency terms (UFT), i.e. terms
which occur only once in the patent query are eliminated; and
iii) no PRF is applied. The last point in fact provides the moti-
vation to analyze the ulterior reasons for the failure of QE and to
devise a method leading to better PRF performance for the patent
prior art search task; this forms the basis of our work described in
this paper.

Expository texts such as a patent application comprise of a mul-
titude of self-coherent densely discussed sub-topics [3]. Each of
these sub-topics in a patent query typically expresses a particular
aspect of the claimed invention, and the prior art search task re-
quires all existing patent documents to be retrieved for each sub-
topic. Using a full patent claim as a query is therefore associated
with a risk of under specifying each sub-topic precisely, leading to
an ambiguous expression of the information need. Also in such a
scenario, expanding the query further contributes to a degradation
in the specificity of information need hurting retrieval effectiveness
further.

To alleviate the above issues, we propose to use each of the sub-
topics or segments of a whole patent as queries to produce indi-
vidual query streams to be given as inputs to a retrieval system,
and then to merge the retrieval results from each of the individ-
ual streams to construct the final ranked list for the whole original
query. Using each sub-topic as a query stream should enable a re-
trieval model to retrieve related documents from the collection in a
more precise way and should also allow the PRF algorithm to work
on a more focused set of pseudo-relevant documents.

3.2 Segmented Retrieval Algorithm
The general outline of our proposed method of retrieval using

query segments or streams is as follows:

1. Segment each patent query Q into the constituent fields: title
(Qt), abstract (Qa), description (Qd), and claim (Qc).

2. Segment each Qd into η(Qd) segments Q1
d, Q2

d . . .Qη(Qd)
d

by TextTiling [3].
3. Remove UFTs from each query stream.



4. Run retrieval on each query stream: Qt,Qa,Qc andQ1
d . . . Q

η(Qd)
d .

Let the list of documents retrieved for a stream q be L(q).
5. Interleave one document from each L(q), eliminating du-

plicates while interleaving, in a round-robin manner to con-
struct the initial retrieval ranked list for the whole query Q.

6. Perform QE using R pseudo-relevant documents from each
initial ranked list L(q) and add T terms to each query stream
q. Call the expanded query stream q′.

7. Perform retrieval to obtain feedback ranked lists L(q′) on
each expanded query stream q′, and build up the feedback
retrieval result for the original query Q in the exact same
manner as Step 5.

We explain the rationale behind each step as follows. In step
2, we segment only the description field because the description
field is the longest among all patent fields, comprising multiple sub-
topics or aspects of the claimed invention, thus making it a suitable
candidate for text segmentation. In step 5 we use interleaving as
opposed to the more standard fusion techniques such as COMB-
SUM etc. [1]. This is because COMBSUM is particularly useful
for merging results retrieved by different retrieval algorithms exe-
cuted against the same query, but in our case it is the queries which
are different and not the retrieval algorithm. More precisely speak-
ing, every query stream is a sub-topic or one specific aspect of the
whole information need and we expect that the relevant set should
comprise of documents from each of these query streams. This is
what we do by the one-way interleaving or choosing documents in
a round-robin manner from the ranked lists retrieved against each
query stream. Thus, in the merged result set we end up with docu-
ments from each sub-topic.

4. EXPERIMENTS

4.1 Description and Parameter Settings
To evaluate our approach, we use the patent document corpus of

CLEF-IP 2010, which consists of 2.68 million patents from the Eu-
ropean Patent Office (EPO). We restrict our retrieval experiments
only to the English subset which constitutes 68% of the collection.
The topic set comprises of 1348 topics which are patent applica-
tions having title, abstract, claims and description fields. For test-
ing our query segmentation approach, we restrict our investigation
on a total of 50 topics, these being the top 50 in the list of query
names ordered lexicographically. In addition to using a standard
list of stopwords2, we also removed formulae, numeric references,
chemical symbols and the patent jargons such as method, system,
device etc. Porter stemmer [13] was used to stem the words. Lan-
guage Modeling (LM), involving Jelineck-Mercer smoothing im-
plemented in SMART,3 was used for retrieval. As a value of the
smoothing parameter, we use λ = 0.6 for all our retrieval experi-
ments.

The objective of our experiments is two-fold: firstly to demon-
strate that decomposing a query into segments and retrieving with
the individual streams can perform better than retrieving with the
whole query; and secondly to show that QE can perform better on
the individual streams. For the former case, our baseline is a re-
production of the methodology of the second best performing run
of CLEF-IP 2010, which is statistically indistinguishable than the
best run [10]. We call this baseline WHOLE. For the later case, we
have two baselines, the first being PRF on the retrieval run WHOLE,
which we call WHOLE_PRF, to show the degree of effectiveness of

2http://members.unine.ch/jacques.savoy/clef/
3ftp://ftp.cs.cornell.edu/pub/smart

PRF when whole patents are used as queries. To test the effective-
ness of PRF on the query streams, it is also compared against the
initial retrieval obtained from the streams, which forms the second
baseline for our QE run. As a QE technique, we use the LM score
based QE as proposed by Ponte and Croft [12] on the whole query
and on the respective query streams.

4.2 Query Segmentation Results
In this section, we report the results of executing the algorithm

described in Section 3.2 without the QE step.

Table 1: Segmented vs. whole query retrieval.

Run Name Parameters Evaluation metric

Segmented Fusion method PRES MAP Recall

WHOLE No N/A 0.4413 0.0899 0.5310
SEG_COMBSUM Yes COMBSUM 0.1545 0.0308 0.1759
SEG_RR Yes Round-robin 0.4949 0.0947 0.5982

It can be seen from Table 1 that the method of retrieving by sepa-
rate query streams works well in conjunction with the 1-way inter-
leaving of documents returned for each query stream. By compar-
ison combination of documents by the standard fusion technique
produces very poor results. The reason is due to the fact that the
standard fusion techniques have been devised to merge retrieval re-
sults obtained for the same query by different retrieval techniques.
But in our case we obtain the query streams by applying TextTil-
ing to the full query description, which draws boundaries at sharp
valleys of plotted cosine similarities between consecutive blocks
of sentences. Thus the query streams, comprising of the textual
contents of the output of TextTiling, are minimally similar to each
other. The documents retrieved for each of the individual streams
are mostly expected to be non overlapping, and hence not con-
ducive to be fused by the standard technique of COMBSUM.

4.3 PRF Results
In this section we report the post feedback results both on whole

queries and segmented queries. Table 2 summarizes the results, in
this we include the whole and the segmented runs from Table 1
for the sake of continuity. Both the segmented runs reported in
this table use 1-way interleaving which is not shown as a separate
parameter. The columns R and T denote the number of pseudo
relevant documents, and terms added for QE respectively. After
a set of initial experiments we found that the feedback performs
best with the setting of (R, T ) = (10, 10) and hence the reported
results in this table use the same.

Table 2: Pseudo Relevance Feedback on segmented retrieval.

Run Name Parameters Evaluation metric

Segmented PRF R T PRES MAP Recall

WHOLE No No - - 0.4413 0.0899 0.5310
WHOLE_PRF Yes Yes 10 10 0.4415 0.0889 0.5333

SEG Yes No - - 0.4949 0.0947 0.5982
SEG_PRF Yes Yes 10 10 0.5033 0.1025 0.6166

The table shows that the relative gains from QE are higher if it
is performed on each of the streams separately, and the results then
merged, as is evident from comparing the results of SEG_PRF and
WHOLE_PRF. WHOLE_PRF results in almost negligible gains in PRES
and average recall, and a very slight decrease of MAP. A possible



reason for this very small change in the results can be due to the
fact that the queries are already very large and that an additional 10
terms cannot produce a pronounced change in the retrieval effect.
Whereas for the segmented case, since the queries are much shorter,
an additional 10 terms can play a pivotal role in changing retrieval
results. This can be verified from the fact that SEG_PRF retrieves
relevant documents, as can be seen from the 3.1% relative increase
in average recall compared to the run SEG.

5. ANALYSIS OF RETRIEVAL STREAMS
In this section we report and analyze the per stream retrieval

performance for our proposed method. The first sub-section talks
about the ranks of the relevant documents retrieved in each stream,
followed by a subsection on the relative gains in feedback for each
retrieval stream.

5.1 Per Stream Ranks of Relevant Documents
Let us assume that we need to retrieve N documents for every

original patent query and let τ be the average number of query
streams over the set of whole patent queries. Thus, the expected
number of documents we pick up from each list to construct the
final retrieved set for the whole query, is c = N/τ . The poten-
tial worst case of the segmented retrieval algorithm can arise when
there is no overlap in the retrieved sets of documents and all the
relevant documents have been retrieved at ranks beyond c.

For the CLEF-IP task,N = 1000 and from the output of TextTil-
ing on the query set we find that τ = 17.66, i.e. on average we end
up decomposing every whole patent query into almost 18 streams.
The expected position in the ranked lists we need to visit, starting
from their tops, is thus 1000/17.66 ≈ 57. Thus our proposed al-
gorithm can work well if all the streams retrieve a good number of
relevant documents within the top 57 positions, and hence it will
be interesting to see the number of relevant documents retrieved
within the cut-off rank of 57.

Figure 1: Per stream analysis of the best (PAC-1054) and the
worst (PAC-1003) performing query.

Figure 1 shows the number of relevant documents retrieved within
a cut-off value of 57 for two query instances. PAC-1054 is the best
performing query in terms of gain in PRES achieved by SEG rela-
tive to WHOLE, whereas PAC-1003 is the query which suffers from
maximum relative loss of PRES. The reason why query PAC-1054
is able to achieve good performance can be seen from the fact that
the individual streams retrieve many relevant documents within the
average rank cut-off.

5.2 Per Stream PRF Performance
The best performing query in terms of relative PRES gain (from

SEG to SEG_PRF) is the query named PAC-1038 having a 59.9%

increase in PRES. The best performing query, involving PRF on
whole queries, is the query named PAC-1036 with a relative gain
(from WHOLE to WHOLE_PRF) in PRES of only 1.48%.

Figure 2: Feedback effect on each query stream for the best
performing query PAC-1038.

Figure 2 shows that all the query streams (except the one num-
bered 6) register an increase in PRES. The small increases for each
separate query stream contribute to the overall increase of 59.9%
increase in PRES.

In order to see the feedback effects per query (or per query stream
for the segmented retrieval), we categorize every query stream into
buckets of initial retrieval metric ranges. This way of categorizing
the queries allows us to look at the performance over a group of
queries having an initial retrieval measure of very poor (0 − 0.2),
poor (0.2 − 0.4), average (0.4 − 0.6), good (0.6 − 0.8) or ex-
cellent (0.8− 1.0). For example, if the initial retrieval PRES for 5
queries are 0.15, 0.23, 0.25, 0.68 and 0.52, we place the first query
in bucket-1, the next two in bucket-2, the next one in bucket-4 and
the last one in bucket-3. We categorize for the other metrics aver-
age precision and recall in an identical manner. Table 3 shows the
relative gains in the three metrics averaged over the groups for the
runs WHOLE_PRF and SEG_PRF to compare unsegmented feedback
against segmented one.

From table 3 we can see that WHOLE_PRF results in a very slight
increase of PRES in each query group, whereas the method SEG_PRF
yields a considerable increase in percentage gain of PRES, MAP
and Recall for the stream group [0, 0.2). The next group also regis-
ters a good increase of PRES. This shows that feedback in this case
is improving the retrieval effectiveness of query streams for which
the initial retrieval results are poor.

Thus we see that although expansion of the queries as a whole
produces negligible changes in average precision in each query
group, the changes are non-negligible when we decompose the full
patent queries into much smaller segments. This observation ver-
ifies our hypothesis that QE can be successfully applied to patent
search if the queries are decomposed into shorter and unambiguous
segments.

6. CONCLUSION
This paper presented a technique for applying QE in patent prior

art search by decomposing each patent query into self coherent
blocks of text, retrieving against each query stream thus constructed,
and merging the results by a simple one way interleaving of doc-
uments from the individual lists assuming that each query stream
represents a separate aspect of the information need, and that docu-
ments collected from all the individual sub-topics in a round-robin
manner would satisfy each facet of the information need. We evalu-



Table 3: PRF on whole vs. segmented queries

Run Interval PRES MAP Recall

name range # queries # improved % improved # queries # improved % improved # queries # improved % improved

WHOLE_PRF

[0.0,0.2) 13 3 +0.18 41 20 -1.54 12 0 +0.00
[0.2,0.4) 8 6 +0.25 8 4 -0.95 5 0 +0.00
[0.4,0.6) 11 5 +0.03 0 0 +0.00 8 0 +0.00
[0.6,0.8) 11 4 -0.01 1 0 +0.00 10 1 +1.68
[0.8,1.0] 7 6 +0.07 0 0 +0.00 15 0 +0.00

SEG_PRF

[0.0,0.2) 472 235 +14.04 775 433 +157.77 357 81 +25.09
[0.2,0.4) 328 213 +3.55 9 2 -1.71 391 79 +3.33
[0.4,0.6) 54 46 +1.33 0 0 +0.00 103 7 +0.31
[0.6,0.8) 35 27 +0.23 0 0 +0.00 38 0 +0.00
[0.8,1.0] 0 0 +0.00 105 47 -17.78 0 0 +0.00

ated our approach on a subset of 50 queries from the CLEF-IP 2010
patent query set. The results show that query segmentation alone
can result in a 12.14% increase in PRES and segmentation coupled
with QE results in a 14.05% increment of PRES. Although the im-
provements are statistically not significant under the Wilcoxon test
with 95% confidence level, the percentage gains themselves are non
negligible. Our proposed method thus helps to unleash the power
of feedback which has not been found to be possible in previous
research on this topic.

We do have some loop holes in our assumption that all the query
streams are very dissimilar to each other because: a) segmentation
is done only for the description field and a segment of the descrip-
tion may in fact be very similar to the abstract or to the claim query
streams; b) a particular aspect of an invention claim may return in
the description text as a sub-topic in which case we have near dupli-
cate pairs of query streams. A possible solution to the first problem
is to use a combined merging style interleaving for the description
streams and COMBSUM for the rest. The second problem may be
solved by putting the description text segments into separate clus-
ters and use the cluster centroids as query streams. Attempting the
above two possible approaches to further improve retrieval effec-
tiveness for patent search will form the basis of our future work.
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